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There is a signpost at the edge of the 'Ringstrasse' in  Budapest, recalling that practicing discipline was very 
Vienna with directions for Graz, Budapest, Bratislava, rigorous and competitive - 'all studies and orchestral 
and Prague - for me seeing this sign comes the excerpts naturally were to be memorised. The main 
realisation of how close to each other those famous study methods used during my time were Simandl's 
cities and Central European countries lie. These city New Double Bass Methods, Josef Hrabě's Technical 
names inspire romantic thoughts of travelling on Studies, Josef Emmanuel Storch's Studies, the first 
through an expanse of continent, perhaps appearing three volumes of Montag's Double Bass Method as 
more romantic to someone like myself from the well as Montag's 4 volumes of Works by Hungarian 
British Isles. Here is a varied and colourful selection Composers.” 
of Hungarian double bass music, performed by Leon 
Bosch and Sung Suk, which takes the listener on a As Leon recalls of his studies in Cape Town, there was 
journey to Hungary, a journey which also reveals great focus and discipline in his lessons with Kovats - 
many strong influences of Central Europe. in the words of his teacher “attention is always given 

to rounded fingers, practical shifts and good sound. 
Through this recording Leon Bosch pays a personal There is also a strong accent on shifting exercises in 
tribute to his first influential double bass teacher, every position”. 
Hungarian Zoltan Kovats who has lived in South 
Africa since 1965. An inspiring teacher at the College Leon's selected repertoire reflects this influential 
of Music in Cape Town, Mr Kovats, now a member of history of Hungarian double bass pedagogy, and 
the World Orchestra for Peace, writes that “the highlights the history and close geographical 
strongest influence of the Hungarian bass school proximity of its players. Looking back through time, a 
originated from the Viennese and Czech bass players musical link is made between Montag and Simandl - 
like Franz Simandl, Josef Hrabě, Eduard Madenski, as Montag studied with Bertalen Tintner, who in turn 
Adolf Misek and Josef Emmanuel Storch, among studied with Simandl in Vienna. And further back, as 
others.” Simandl studied with Hrabě at the Prague 

Conservatoire between 1855 -1862, firstly becoming 
Most of these bassists mentioned have written principal double bassist at the Vienna Court Orchestra 
influential double bass methods and it is around these and then at Bayreuth.
that lessons, in both Hungary and later South Africa, 
are structured. The focus is on developing technique So this connection is made in the choice of the music, 
through etudes written by these masters. Leon readily through Leon's original arrangements of Liszt's 
admits that Kovats instilled in him the 'true value of powerful 'La Lugubre Gondola' to the performance of 
hard work'. Kovats remembers his own education in more standard bass repertoire such as the Austrian 

influence in Takács' Old Hungarian 'Hofballmusik', Zoltán Kodály - Epigramme 
from Bartók's 'Sonatine on Transylvanian themes', (Seven Movements from the Series for 
again a new transcription, to 'Extreme' by Montag Double Bass and Piano)
himself. Operatic, wild changes of character and Love of my Country (Hazaszeretet)
mood within 'Extreme' recalls that “nagybogo”, the Lullaby (Altato)
Hungarian word used for “double bass”, can be Sadness (Banat)
translated literally as 'the big screamer', meaning one  Lily of the Valley (Gyongyvivag)
who cries with tears, abundant tears flowing, as  Spring (Tavasz)
Hungarian colleagues of mine pointed out it is  Alpine Dawn (Havasi hajnal)
howling out of control like a child, or even an animal!  Cloud (Felho)

In the forward to the published Epigramme for double 
Many professional bassists from around the world bass and piano, Lajos Montag points out that Kodály 
have memories of orchestral tours to Hungary during himself recommended seven from the original nine 
the Communist era, meeting Lajos Montag in a hotel songs as suitable to be adapted and performed on the 
room to share stories about music and double bass double bass. Montag also writes that his markings and 
playing. I remember my own teacher in Scotland fingerings 'are always of educational character', works 
returning from a tour with new collections of for the student to perform and also to study. There are 
Hungarian music published by Edito Musica some changes to timbre and octave range in the 
Budapest - edited by Montag - always an element of instrumental version, for example an occasional 
pedagogy alongside keen interest in new composition. colourful use of harmonics, but overall the adaptations 
The wonderful variety of music here is testament to stay true to the songs and accompaniment.
the legacy of those new works and compositions of his 
forbears. Kodály's piano accompaniments in these songs hint at 

many influences within Hungarian music. As it is with 
Zoltán Kodály - Adagio the piano writing throughout this recording, the piano 
This beautiful melody was originally composed in is freed from a Romantic harmonic language 
1905 for viola and piano, the same year as Kodály developed through pianistic skill. In these songs the 
started making field trips to collect folk songs. As a 'vocal line' is framed by the piano writing which draws 
vocally oriented composer and trained cellist, Kodály on new harmonic practices of the time and also 
understood qualities of melody and lyricism which he contains many colours and suggestions of Hungarian 
could apply to his compositions for string instruments. instrumentation. 
With a lyricism reminiscent of Brahms, the 'Adagio' is 
often performed by both violinists and cellists, and In the published double bass version there are no hints 
now appears in this version for double bass and piano. as to the original titles of the movements, however 

these are worth enjoying and are included above. The 
In 'Between the Woods and the Water' the author lyricist of the original nine songs is Melinda Kisteteny, 
Patrick Leigh Fermour describes his travels across the a legendary organist and professor at the Franz Liszt 
Great Hungarian Plain - the Alfold, in Magyar. Having Academy, an extremely influential teacher with 
just left Budapest, Fermour writes “the few clouds in Andras Schiff, Ivan Fischer amongst many others as 
the clear, wide sky were so nearly motionless they her students.
might have been anchored to their shadows.” 
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The influences in my musical development have been both numerous and diverse, but it was the twelve months I 
spent as a student of Zoltan Kovats at the South African College of Music of the University of Cape Town that 
completely transformed my prospects as a musician and double bass player.

Words cannot adequately express my gratitude and I wish therefore to dedicate this disc to Zoltan as a humble 
token of my appreciation of his superlative musicianship, teaching and humanity.

Leon Bosch
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Lajos Montag - Extreme Franz Liszt  - La Lugubre Gondola  
(Die Trauergondel)Montag (1906 -1997) dedicated six decades to 
Having been aware that Liszt himself had rewritten his teaching double bass in Budapest, including as 
solo piano work for various solo instruments with Professor at the Béla Bartók Conservatory. As well as 
piano and drawn to the sheer dramatic nature of the being a great instrumentalist playing with the 
music, Leon was impelled to make this arrangement of Hungarian Royal Opera, chamber and symphony 
La Lugubre Gondola for double bass and piano. orchestras he was a tireless editor and promoter of new 

works for double bassists of any age and level. His 
The intense fusion of music and drama heard in this method “Nagybogoiskola” honoured traditions of 
piece dates from Liszt's pre-monition of Wagner's pedagogy, whilst introducing his compositions and 
death in Venice. The piece paints an acute image of other new Hungarian works to students. As said in the 
this premonition, a black shrouded gondola as funeral introduction, Montag was an ambassador for these 
cortege bearing Wagner's remains along Venice's pieces which were meant to be enjoyed by bassists 
Grand Canal. Composed in 1882, Liszt's premonition world-wide.
was proved accurate as Wagner did die whilst in As Kodály's Epigramme above suggests, he 
Venice at the beginning of 1883, having completed encouraged open-minded composers to consider 
Parsifal only a few months earlier. which music could be appropriate for the double bass 

voice, and successful works were dedicated to 
The first version in 1882 was written in 6/8, Liszt's Montag, such as Sprongl's second Sonata (1961), the 
revised version from 1885 was changed to 4/4 and it is first was dedicated to Johann Krump of the Vienna 
this version from which this arrangement has been Philharmonic.
made.

The opening of 'Extreme' is playful and captures a 
Béla Bartók - Sonatinamood of uncertainty and the unexpected. As the 

Bagpiperspiano's whole-tone flourishes herald the voice of a 
high and impassioned double-bass, there can be no Bear Dance
doubt that this instrument can do 'Extreme'. Finale

This transcription for double bass and piano owes as 
There are flights of fantastical instrumental writing for inspiration a transcription for violin and piano by 
the double-bass in 'Extreme'. This piece not only Andre Gertler on themes from Transylvania for solo 
includes the extremely high register, but also flies into piano by Bartók in 1915.
rapid changes of melodic intent. There is no question 
that this piece is intended to be virtuosic; the slow tune 

By the beginning of the 20th century, a great later appears in a technically challenging version with 
significance for Hungarian composers was the double-stopping, moreover this slower poignant 
dichotomy between two musical traditions: the music instrumental writing holds extremely felt emotion too.
of trained musicians influenced by the German 
Romantic tradition and their own Hungarian national 
tradition of popular songs. Liszt was very much part of 
the German Romantic tradition, influential to later 
Hungarian composers not least Bartók.  Many aspects 

of his music, his symphonic writing and particular use Pál Járdányi - Melody
of melody and musical motives were to influence Like Kodály's Adagio, this 'Melody' composed by 
composers from Bartók and Kodály onwards. Járdányi (1920 -1966) is beautiful and expansive. 

Similarly, Járdányi started his musical life as a string 
player, in his case as a violinist, then continuing as This short piece comes from the early part of Bartók's 
composer, ethnomusicologist and critic.  His other life. Whilst not developing any dramatic or motivic 
acclaimed works include a Violin Concertino and the story, it clearly shows the fascination which Bartók 
Symphony “Vorosmarty”. held for folk melody traditions and which he 

transferred into the original piano solo. The original 
This composition employs the breadth of Romantic solo piece shows a certain freedom of pianistic 
language, a wide scope of melody combines with writing, owing something to Liszt, which in this 
interesting inflections of piano harmony, and most version is shared between the double bass and piano. 
notably a well -judged use of double bass harmonics 
carries the melody on.Jeno Takács - Altungarische Hofballmusik Op. 115 

Well-respected in his lifetime as both pianist and 
Ferenc Farkas - Sonatinacomposer, Takacs celebrated his 100th birthday in 

Allegro moderato2002 with two hundred concerts of his music held in 
Andante espressivo Eisenstadt. Although an extremely well travelled man 
AllegroTakacs had decided to return to this small town not far 

Ferenc Farkas  (1905 -2000) as composer created a from where he was born. During his career he taught 
synthesis of the new and the old, an influential link composition and piano in Egypt, the Philippines and 
between Bartók, Kodály and later 20th century notably was Director of the Conservatoire in Pecs, 
Hungarian composers, Ligeti and Kurtag. Ferenc Hungary (1939-48) and Professor at the University of 
Farkas was hugely influenced by Kodály, perhaps an Cincinnati between 1952 and 1970.
example of this influence can be heard in the melody 
for the middle movement of this Sonatine. Other Eisenstadt is a town historically associated with 
influences for Farkas were Italian Neoclassicism, Haydn, one can see the border between Austria and 
having spent time in Italy studying with Respighi and Hungary from the outskirts. It is the connection 
the 12- note row, as heard in the music of Frank Martin between these countries which inspires this work for 
and Dallapiccola.double bass, composed in 1985 and dedicated to 

Ludwig Streicher.
Published in 1958, this short Sonatina is very much 

This colourful and unique concert piece starts with a rooted in natural Hungarian phrase lengths and the 
spacious introduction which reveals the composer's tunes are recognisable to Hungarians as children's 
intention to introduce the listener to the HofBall in an game songs. In this work Neoclassicism melds with a 
appropriate and stately manner. As has been natural melodic invention and qualities of traditional 
commented on his compositional style, Takács had Hungarian melody. It is dedicated to Lajos Montag. 
“an economy of means, able to capture his own Although pedagogic in style the higher octave 
character in composing with imagination - using a repetition of the melodies, especially in the middle 
kaleidoscope of techniques.....he achieved a unique movement, reveals a deceptively simple but 
and personal style.” captivating piece.
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Vilmos Montag - Silhouette short final movement, Eszlary respects a tradition 
As well as this piece, Lajos' younger brother, Vilmos improvisational in character, and places a personal 
(1908 -1991) wrote a sonata for double bass and piano, mark in composing it for the double bass.
dedicated of course to Lajos. Published in 1967 it 
includes a scordatura tuning, lowering the bottom ©Elizabeth Bradley 2010
string by a tone. This piece 'Silhouette', like the 
Eszlary Sonatine and 'Extreme', is a short recital piece Leon Bosch

The South African-born virtuoso double bassist Leon with emotionally contrasting sections.
Bosch is one of today's most versatile and imaginative 
artists. His wide-ranging interests have taken him in A Romantic piece in all ways, the instrumental writing 
many directions, all of which have fed into a unique throughout is enhanced by interesting piano 
career and helped to establish his international harmonies. An unusual and original coda starts from 
reputation as an outstanding musician. In addition to a the depths of double bass and quickly rises to the high 
high-profile orchestral life - he is currently principal notes of the piano. A beautiful resonance is captured 
double bass of the Academy of St Martin in the Fields -   that evokes the title of the piece and reveals how the 
he is sought after as a chamber musician, recitalist, composer imagined the sounds of the double bass 
concerto soloist, teacher and programmer. In addition working best.
he has built up a varied portfolio of commissions and 
world premieres and is developing a recording Elisabeth Eszlary - Sonatina
catalogue of an unusually diverse repertoire.Allegro vivace

Moderato
Born in Cape Town, though now a British citizen, he Animato
graduated from the University of Cape Town before 

This short piece, more than any other on this solo 
continuing his studies at the Royal Northern College of 

recording, captures the spirit of Romantic violin 
Music in Manchester, gaining distinction in the 

'cszardas' often popularised in classical compositions Professional Performance Diploma. The recipient of 
and most associated with Hungarian folk music. many prizes, he quickly found his vocation. Since 1984, 

when he made his London solo debut with the 
Born in 1917, studying piano and music theory at the Philharmonia Orchestra, he has appeared as a concerto 
Franz List Academy, Eszlary also studied folk music soloist with many distinguished musicians, including 
with Kodály. She wrote many pieces of chamber Pinchas Zukerman, Sir Charles Groves and Nicholas 
music, including several for double bass with a variety Kraemer, and as a guest principal and performer with 
of instruments. Perhaps it was as répétiteur at the leading orchestras and ensembles. 
Opera where she made a connection with Montag and 
the double bass. Her Sonatina was first performed by As an award-winning recitalist he has been invited to 
Lajos Montag and is dedicated to him. play at festivals and music clubs throughout the UK and 

in Germany, Bulgaria, Ireland and South Africa. 
Rather than hearing this piece as a three movement Collaborations are a central part of Leon Bosch's work 
sonatine, Eszlary works the material through a and highlights of his chamber music partnerships have 

included engagements with the Lindsay, Belcea and variation of styles. From a wild and elegant ballroom 
Brodsky String Quartets, I Musicanti, the Academy of opening, into a slower, dream-like middle movement 

to finish in a wild two-beat 'cszardas' dance. With this St Martin in the Fields Chamber Ensemble and the 

Moscow Virtuosi as well as fruitful associations with Sung-Suk Kang
such pianists as Maria João Pires, Mikhail Rudy, The pianist Sung-Suk Kang presents a unique blend of 
Vladimir Ovchinikov, Peter Donohoe, Martin Roscoe elegance, sensitivity and determination, resulting from 
and, most recently on CD, Sung-Suk Kang. a synthesis of Asian philosophy and European culture.

His innovative approach to music-making and his At the age of five, she had her first piano lesson in Seoul. 
commitment to the double bass - his enthusiasm for his She received her professional training at The Royal 
instrument communicated fluently both from the Northern College of Music in England where she 
platform and through teaching, examining and studied with Derrick Wyndham, later at the 
adjudicating - have done much to raise the profile of the Fachhochschule für Musik in Vienna with Paul Badura-
instrument. His formidable technique and keen Skoda, as well as in various master classes held by 
musicianship, combined with his artistic vision, have Perlemuter, Kalichstein, Aronovsky, Rogé, and at the 
enabled him to carve a remarkable niche in the musical Banff Centre for Arts in Alberta, Canada.
world.

In acknowledgement of her artistic talent, Sung-Suk 
On the borders of, and beyond, the classical arena Leon Kang won 1st Prize and the Schumann Prize for best 
Bosch has contributed to recording tracks of such pop performance at the International Competition in 
artists as Madonna, Robbie Williams, Michael Jackson Macugnaga, Italy. On the occasion of commemorating 
and Björk while his constantly expanding horizons have the 200th anniversary of Mozart's death, Sung-Suk 
led him to explore challenging and little-known music Kang was invited to the “Carinthischer Sommer” where 
for double bass both in live performance and on disc. He she performed a duet with Paul Badura-Skoda. 
has been responsible for a number of important first Furthermore, she has opened concert seasons of many 
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CDE 84544
Virtuoso Double Bass - Giovanni Bottesini 1821-1889 (vol. 1)
Leon Bosch - Double Bass - Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Elegy - Tarantella - Romanza Patetica (Mélodie) Gavotta  Reverie Meditazione 
(Aria di Bach) Fantasie Sonnambula - Romanza Drammatica (Elégie) - Adagio 
par Ernst - Capriccio di Bravura

CDE 84587
Virtuoso Double Bass - Giovanni Bottesini 1821-1889 (vol. 2)
Leon Bosch - Double Bass - Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Sérénade du Barbier de Séville (Rossini) - Air d'Il Trovatore (Verdi) - Final de la 
Somnanbule (Bellini) - Fantasia sulla "Norma di Bellini" - Fantasia Cerrito "Nel 
cor più non mi sento"- (Variations on a Theme of Paisiello) Melodia No.4 "Auld 
Robin Gray" - Fantasia sur Beatrice di tenda - Melodia No.2 - Romance de 
L'Elisire D'Amore (Donizetti) - Fantasia Lucia di Lammermoor Nocturne

CDE 84550
The British Double Bass
Leon Bosch - Double Bass - Sung-Suk Kang - Piano - I Musicanti 

Lennox Berkeley - Alan Bush - David Ellis 
Gordon Jacob - Elisabeth Lutyens
Elizabeth Maconchy - John McCabe 
Thomas Pitfield - Alfred Reynolds - John Walton 

CDE84564
The Russian Double Bass
Leon Bosch - Double Bass - Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Works by:- 
Glière - Koussevitzky - Rachmaninoff - Shostakovich - Rubinstein - Glinka  

Also Available on Meridian

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano
I Musicanti

The British Double Bass
Lennox Berkeley
Alan Bush
David Ellis
Gordon Jacob
Elisabeth Lutyens
Elizabeth Maconchy
John McCabe
Thomas Pitfield
Alfred Reynolds
John Walton 
 

Lisa Nelsen - flute
Melanie Ragge - Oboe
Neyire Ashworth - Clarinet
Meyrick Alexander - Bassoon
Stephen Stirling - French Horn
with Julian Jacobson - Piano

Giovanni Bottesini
1821-1889

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Virtuoso Double Bass

Leon Bosch - Double Bass     
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Glière   
Koussevitzky   
Rachmaninoff   
Shostakovich   
Rubinstein
Glinka   
  

The Russian                
Double Bass

Giovanni Bottesini
1821-1889

Leon Bosch - Double Bass
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Virtuoso 

Vol. 2

Double Bass
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[ ]1 Zoltán Kodály - Adagio 8:42

Zoltán Kodály - Epigrams (Seven movements from the Series for Double Bass and Piano) 
[ ] 4 [ ]2 Lento 1:2 3 Andantino 1:03
[ ] [ ] 34 No. 3 1:27 5 Moderato 1:1
[ ] [ ]6 Allegretto 0:55 7 No. 6 1:43
[ ] 38 Con moto 1:4

[ ]9 Lajos Montag - Extrême 2:46

[ ]10 Franz Liszt - La Lugubre Gondola 8:42

Béla Bartók - Sonatina
[ ]11 Dudások 1:43
[ ] 5012 Medvetánc 0:
[ ]13 Finale 2:36

[ ]14 Jenö Takács - Alte Ungarische Hofballmusik Op. 115 14:00

[ ]15 Pal Járdányi - Melody 4:14

Ferenc Farkas - Népdalszonatina
[ ] 416 Allegro moderato 1:2
[ ] 717 Andante espressivo 1:4
[ ] 418 Allegro 1:5

[ ]19 Vilmos Montag - Silhouette 3:53

Elisabeth Eszlary - Sonatina
[ ]20 Allegro vivace 1:28
[ ] 321 Moderato 2:2
[ ]22 Animato 1:15

The Hungarian Double Bass

Leon Bosch - Double Bass 
Sung-Suk Kang - Piano

Piano - Yamaha CFIII Concert Grand 
provided by Markson Pianos


